
TFC Steering Committee Notes

October 7th
Attendees: Glen, Ben, Olivier, Karen, Joanna, Dave R, Paul S., Shebu
Minutes:

● Infrastructure
○ Few issues with CI - Juno’s had a problem with the SD cards. The lab team

is working on getting these back online.
https://tf.validation.linaro.org/scheduler/device_types

■ Glen created a ticket for Asurada -
https://linaro.atlassian.net/browse/STG-5260

○ TF-A is waiting for the CI to complete its runs before going to Code Freeze.
○ Things are stable, but performance is still very slow.
○ TF-M tree is now frozen too.
○ Will look at the meeting on the 28th to confirm the removal of the two

additional servers. These need to be removed before the first of the month,
or else you pay for the month.

● Paul
○ Working on UBL Licensing.

■ First issue, TF-M needed to update the version of the compiler to
resolve a bug. New issue with getting access to licenses, and
consulting with Paul Black. This too looks like a known issue.

■ UBL for TF-A is deployed to Production.
○ Worked on LTS ticket - TFC-471 TF-A LTS: Request for the script to generate

an email for LTS release announcement - Created a patch, awaiting feedback
from the team.

● Arthur
○ Just received a new board from ST for the Lava Lab. This will be the main

priority and will work on other tasks in spare cycles.
○ IAR Compiler prototype

● Prioritization
○ The top 4 priorities from the board are - Boards, TF-A LTS, UBL Licensing,

and IAR Compiler support
○ Running FVP on Tux

■ Joanna - Will this include migrating the CI in general to Tux?
■ to create a ticket with more details on what canBenjamin Copeland

be done.
○ Windows Build

■ This needs to be evaluated after the release cycle. There are
performance issues as we saw with running MbedTLS.

● MBedTLS
○ No issues, currently waiting for a release.
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